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　　Abstract　　A new not ion of soundness in bare public-key (BPK)model is presented.This new notion just lies in between one-time

soundness and sequential soundness and it s reasonableness is justif ied in the con text of reset table zero-know ledge w hen reset table zero-

know ledge prover is implemented by smart card.
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　　The bare public-key (BPK)model w as int ro-
duced by Canetti et al.in the contex t of resettable ze-
ro-know ledge (rZK)[ 1] .The BPK model simply as-
sumes that all users have deposited a public-key in a

file that is accessible by all users at all times.The on-
ly assumption of this file is that all entries in this file

are guaranteed to be deposi ted befo re any interaction

taking place by the users.The BPK model is very

simple , and i t is in fact a w eak version of the f re-
quently used public-key inf rastructure (PKI)model ,
which underlies any public-key cryptosystem o r digi-
tal signature scheme.Despite its apparent simplicity ,
the BPK model is quite powerful.While rZK proto-
cols exist both in the standard and in the BPK model ,
only in the lat ter case can they be constant-round , at
least in a black-box sense[ 1 ～ 3] .For recent advances

of reset table zero-know ledge readers are referred to

Ref.[ 4 ,5] .

M icali and Reyzin f irst noted and clarified the

soundness of protocols in BPK model[ 2] .In BPK

model , the verifier has a secret key SK , co rrespond-
ing to it s public key PK.Thus , a malicious prover

could potentially gain some know ledge about SK from

an interaction wi th the verifier , and this gained

know ledge might be helpful in convincing the verifier

of a false theorem in a subsequent interaction.In
Ref.[ 2] four no tions of soundness in the public-key
model are presented , each of w hich implies the previ-
ous one:

(1)One-time soundness:A potential malicious

prover is allow ed a single interaction with the verif ier

per theo rem statement.

(2)Sequential soundness:A potent ial malicious

prover is allow ed multiple but sequential interactions

w ith the verifier.

(3)Concurrent soundness:A potential malicious

prover is allowed multiple interleaved interactions

w ith the verifier.

(4)Resettable soundness:A potential malicious

prover is allow ed to reset the verifier wi th the same

random tape and interact w ith it concurrently.

The four notions above are not only meaningful ,
but also distinct.That is , fo r each soundness notion ,
there exists a protocol that satisfies this soundness

condition but no t satisfies the next one[ 2] .

In this paper , we no te that besides the above

four soundness notions , there exists another sound-
ness notion in BPK model , which w e name it weak

sequential soundness.We prove that weak sequent ial

soundness is distinct f rom the above four soundness

no tions and justify its reasonableness in the contex t of

resettable zero-know ledge w hen reset table zero-
knowledge prover is implemented by smart card.

1　Weak sequential soundness in BPK model

Roughly , weak sequential soundness in BPK

model means that a potential malicious prover is infea-
sible to convince an honest verifier of a false statement



even it is allowed to interact w ith the verifier a priori

bounded polynomial times per theorem statement.
We present it s formal defini tion in the following .Fo r
the formal definit ion of the original four soundness

notions the reader is referred to Ref.[ 2] .

1.1　Honest players in BPK model

Let F be a public file that consists of a polyno-
mial-size collection of records(id , PK id), where id

is a st ring ident ifying a verifier , and PK id is its (al-
leged)public key;let P be an honest prover (fo r a

language L).It is an interact ive deterministic poly-
nomial-time turing machine(TM)that is given as in-
puts:(1)a security parameter 1n , (2) an n-bit
string x ∈ L , (3)an auxiliary input y , (4)a public

file F , (5)a verif ier identi ty id and , (6)a random

tape w .Let V be an honest verifier.I t is an interac-
tive deterministic polynomial-time TM that w orks in

tw o stages.In stage one(the key-generation stage),
on input a security parameter 1n and random tape r ,
V outputs a public key PK and the corresponding se-
cret key SK.In stage two (the verification stage),
on input SK , an n-bit st ring x and a random tape ρ,
V perfo rms an interactive protocol wi th a prover , and
outputs either “accept x” or “reject x” .

1.2　Weak sequential soundness

For an honest verif ier V with public key PK and

secret key SK , a (t , U)-weak sequential malicious

prover P
＊ for a posit ive polynomial t and a priori

bounded polynomial U is a probabilistic polynomial-
time TM that on first input 1

n
(security parameter)

and PK runs sequentially in at most t(n)rounds as

follow s.

In each round i(1≤i ≤t(n)), P ＊ selects on

the f ly a common input xi(which may be equal to xj

for 1≤j≤i)and interacts w ith the verification stage

of V(SK , x i , ρi)w ith the follow ing rest rict ion that

the same xi cannot be used by P
＊ in different rounds

more than U(n)times.We note that in different

rounds V uses independent random tapes in i ts verifi-
cation stage(that is , ρ1 , ρ2 , …, ρt(n)are independent

random string s).

We then say a protocol〈P , V〉 satisfies weak se-
quential soundness if fo r any honest verifier V , all
posit ive polynomial t and all a prio ri bounded polyno-
mial U , and all (t , U)-weak sequential malicious

prover P
＊ , and the probability that there ex ists an

i(1≤i≤t(n))such that V(SK , xi , ρi)outputs

“accept xi” while xi ∈/ L is negligible in n .

1.3　Motivations , implementations and applications

of weak sequential soundness

As an extension and generalization of one-time

soundness , roughly speaking , almost all the w ays to

implement one-time soundness presented in Ref.[ 2]
can also be used to implement w eak sequent ial sound-
ness.A simple w ay is to just let the honest verif ier

keep a counter fo r each common input on which it has

been invoked.The upper-bound of each counter is set

to be U(n)and an honest verifier refuses to take part

in other interactions with respect to the same common

input once the reading of the corresponding counter

reaches it s upper-bound.

The BPK model was introduced in the li terature

of reset table zero-knowledge.Note that reset table

zero-know ledge makes it possible to implement zero-
knowledge prover by those devices that may be possi-
bly maliciously reset ted to it s initial condition or can-
not affo rd to generate f resh randomness for each invo-
cation.A notable example of such devices is the w ide-
ly used smart card.Also note that reset table zero-
knowledge provides the basis for reset table identifica-
tion protocols[ 6] .Then we consider the dist ributed

client/server set ting w hen the clients are smart cards.
We remark that this setting is widely used in prac-
tice , especially in E-commerce over Internet.When a

resettable identification scheme is executed in this set-
ting w e can view the identifier of each smart card as

the common input.An adversary may hold many

smart cards but acco rding to the definition of weak

sequential soundness w e require that each smart card

can be used by the adversary at most a prio ri bounded

polynomial times.No te that in practice each smart

card has an expiration date that can be viewed as the

correspondence to the a priori bounded polynomial re-
quired in weak sequent ial soundness.In this smart-
card/ server set ting there is a central server that may

be located in a central bank or other organizations and

play s the verifier' s role.This central server keeps a

reco rd for each smart card and dynamically updates it s

info rmation.It is easy fo r this cent ral server to keep a

counter in each record.

2 　Separation of the various soundness no-
tions in BPK model

In this section , we will show that the weak
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sequential soundness is no t only meaning ful but also

distinct f rom the original four soundness no tions pre-
sented by Micali and Reyzin.We remark that as not-
ed by Micali and Reyzin , separation of various sound-
ness notions in public-key model is of conceptually im-
po rtant[ 2] .

2.1　Previous results

In Ref.[ 2] Micali and Reyzin have proved the

following theorems.

Theorem 1.[ 2] If one-way functions exist , there
is a compiler-type algorithm that , for any language

L , and any interactive argument system for L satis-
fying one-time soundness , produces ano ther interac-
tive argument system for the same language L that

satisfies one-time soundness but not weak sequential

soundness.

Here by interactive argument system we mean an

interactive protocol in w hich the soundness of this

protocol is held against probabilistic polynomial-time
provers rather than computational pow er unbounded

provers.We no te that although weak sequential

soundness is not considered in Ref.[ 2] but in thei r

proof the malicious prover in the compiled protocol

can convince the honest verif ier of a false statement

(common input)with probability 1 if it can invoke

the honest verifier using the same common input

tw ice.It means the compiled arguments system does

not satisfy w eak sequent ial soundness.

Theorem 2.[ 2] If one-way functions exist , there
is a compiler-type algorithm that , for any language

L , and any interactive argument system for L satis-
fying sequential soundness , produces another interac-
tive argument system for the same language L that

satisfies sequential soundness but not concurrent

soundness.

Theorem 3.[ 2] There exists a compiler-type algo-
rithm that , for any language L , and any interactive

proof(or argument)sy stem for L sat isfying concur-
rent soundness , produces another interact ive proof

(respect ively , argument)sy stem fo r the same lan-
guage L that satisf ies concurrent soundness but not

reset table soundness.

2.2　Our result

We fi rst int roduce the main tool used in our con-
st ruct ion:pseudorandom function(PRF).In this pa-

per we w ill use a st ronger version of PRF in which

the pseudo randomness is guaranteed against sub-expo-
nential size adversaries rather than polynomial size

ones.

Definition 1.(Pseudorandom function PRF[ 7] ]
A function PRF :{0 , 1}n ×{0 , 1}·※{0 , 1}n is a

pseudorandom function if  α>0 such that for all

suf ficiently large k (security parameter , which is a

polynomial of n)and all 2
kα

-gate adversaries ADV ,
the follow ing difference is negligible in k :

Pr[ PRFKey
　R　

{0 ,1}n :ADVPRF(PRFKey , ·)=1]

　-Pr[ F
　R　

({0 ,1}n){0 ,1}
＊

:ADVF(·)=1] .

The value αis called the pseudo randomness con-
stant.

Such a PRF can be constructed assuming the se-
curity of RSA with large prime exponents against

subexponentially-strong adversaries.

The main result of this section is the following

theo rem.

Theorem 4.Assuming the security of RSA w ith

large exponents against sub-exponentially-st rong ad-
versaries , there is a compiler-type algorithm that , for
any language L , and any interactive argument sy stem

fo r L satisfying w eak sequential soundness , produces
another interactive argument system fo r the same lan-
guage L that satisfies w eak sequential soundness but

no t sequential soundness.

Proof.This proof uses “complexity leveraging”
technique introduced in Ref.[ 1] .

Let γbe the following constant:for all suff i-
ciently large n , the length of the NP-witness y for

x ∈ L of leng th n is upper-bounded by n
γ.We then

set ε>
γ
α
.For an NP-language L we const ruct an

argument system for L on security parameter n while

using a PRF with a (larger)security parameter k =
n
ε.This ensures that one can enumerate all potential

NP-w itnesses y for x ∈ L in time 2n
γ

, which is still

less than the time it w ould take to break the pseudo-

randomness of PRF because 2n
γ

<2k
α

.

Let F be a pseudorandom function as def ined in

Definition 1 and U be the a prio ri bounded polynomi-
al guaranteed in the defini tion of w eak sequent ial

soundness.Deno te by Fs(X)=R 1R2 …RU( x )+1
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the output of F w ith seed s on input x , where fo r

each i , 1≤i≤U( x )+1 ,  R i = x .

Let x of leng th n be the theo rem that the prover

is trying to prove to the verif ier.Given any interac-
tive argument system(P , V)for a language L in NP

satisfying w eak sequent ial soundness , we produce an-
other interactive argument sy stem (P′, V′)for the

same language L that satisfies w eak sequential sound-
ness but not sequential soundness.

Add to key generation:Generate randomly an

n-bit seed s and add s to the key SK .

Add P step:Set β1=β2=…=βU(n)+1=0 , and
send(β1…βU(n)+1)to the verifier V′.

Add V step:If Fs(x)=β1…βU(n)+1 , then ac-
cept and stop.Otherw ise , randomly select i in

{1 ,2 , …, U(n)+1}and send (i , R i)to the prover

P′.

Note that a malicious prover can get V′to accept

a false statement x w ith overwhelming probabili ty af-
ter(U(n)+1)2 sequential interactions w ith the hon-
est verifier V′on the same common input x.

However , if the malicious prover is restricted to

use the same common input x at most a prio ri bound-
ed polynomial , specif ically U(n)times , in i ts se-
quential interact ions wi th the honest verifier we w ill

prove in below that it is infeasible for the malicious

prover to get the honest verifier to accept an x while

x ∈/ L .

First , we assume the F used by V′is a truly

random function.Then , it can be easily seen that the

malicious prover is infeasible to convince the honest

verifier of a false statement if for each common input

x , x is used by the malicious prover at most U(n)
times in its interactions with the honest verifier.

Now , we deal w ith the real case in w hich the

honest verifier uses a pseudorandom function rather

than a t ruly random function.The subtle problem

here is that in our context during the interactions be-
tween the malicious prover and the honest verifier the

malicious prover selects many common inputs on the

fly.The problem is how to distinguish x ∈ L o r

x ∈/ L for each common input selected by the mali-
cious prover on the fly .In Ref.[ 8] , to overcome

this problem the authors of Ref.[ 8] required thei r

protocol to be also an argument of know ledge.What

saves us here is the “complexity leveraging” .That is ,
fo r each common input selected by the malicious

prover on the fly , we just enumerate all its NP-w it-

nesses in time 2n
γ

and decide w hether x ∈ L or not.

Now we claim that the malicious prover is also

infeasible to convince the honest verifier of a false

statement in i ts w eak sequential interactions wi th the

honest verifier even the funct ion F used by the honest

verifier is a pseudorandom function.Otherw ise , sup-
pose the malicious prover can convince the honest ver-
ifier of a false statement with non-negligible probabili-
ty in its w eak sequent ial interactions when F is a

pseudorandom function.Then we can construct a dis-

tinguisher wi th size less than 2k
α

that distinguishes F

f rom a truly random function with non-negligible
probability as follows.The distinguisher runs the ma-
licious prover w hile o racle accessing to the honest ver-
ifier to simulate the real interactions between the ma-
licious prover and the honest verifier.For each com-
mon input x selected by the malicious prover on the

f ly the simulato r decides x ∈ L or not in time 2
nγ

and

fo r each x ∈ L the distinguisher also feeds the corre-
sponding NP w itness to the malicious prover.If dur-
ing the simulation the distinguisher f inds that the

honest verifier accepts a x ∈/ L then i t concludes that

the oracle is using a pseudorandom function.Note

that the size of this distinguisher is at most poly(n)·

2n
γ

<2k
α

which violates the pseudo randomness of the

PRF F .

Denote by A <B if there exists a compiler-type
algorithm that , fo r any language L , and any interac-
tive argument system for L satisfy ing soundness no-
tion A , produces another interactive argument sy stem

fo r the same language L that sat isf ies soundness A

but not soundness notion B .Then all the five sound-
ness no tions in BPK model can be presented as fol-
lows:One-time soundness<weak sequential sound-
ness<sequential soundness<concurrent soundness<
resettable soundness.

3　Future investigations

Canet ti et al.f irst gave a 5-round reset table

black-box zero-know ledge argument wi th sequent ial

soundness for NP in BPK model[ 1] and the round-
complexity is further reduced to four by M icali and

Rey zin[ 2] .For efficient four round zero-know ledge

proof sy stems for NP in the standard model(w ithout

public-keys)readers are referred to Ref.[ 9] .M icali
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and Reyzin also showed that any (resettable or not)
aux iliary-input zero-know ledge protocol w ith sequen-
tial soundness for a language outside BPP needs at

least three rounds.No te that black-box zero-knowl-
edge implies auxiliary-input zero-knowledge

[ 10]
.In a

stronger version , upper-bounded public-key (UPK)
model in w hich the public-key of an honest verifier is

rest ricted to be used at most a prio ri bounded polyno-
mial times , Micali and Rey zin presented a 3-round
black-box reset table zero-know ledge argument with

sequential soundness for NP
[ 11] .But we note that

their protocol does not satisfy our w eak sequential

soundness.The reason is that in the def inition of

w eak sequential soundness w e do not rest rict the

number of t imes that the public-key of an honest veri-
f ier can be used.That is , the public-key of an honest

verifier may be used by a malicious prover for any

polynomial t imes.What is restricted in our weak se-
quential soundness is that for each common input se-
lected by a malicious prover on the fly the same com-
mon input cannot be used more than a priori bounded

polynomial times.If the public-key of an honest veri-
f ier can be used for any polynomial times then a mali-
cious prover of Micali and Rey zin' s protocol

[ 11]
can

easily cheat the honest verifier w ith non-neg ligible
probability.Then , it comes a question of whether 3-
round resettable zero-know ledge argument wi th weak

sequential soundness fo r NP exists in BPK model.
We suggest that it should be an interesting open prob-
lem for future invest ig ations.
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